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With excerpts from THE ESSIAC REPORT:

Canada’s Remarkable Unknown
Cancer Remedy
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hemotherapy and radiation are, for the
most part, indiscriminate killers. Skeptics
conclude that, in most cases, these “therapies” are no better and sometimes much worse than
the actual disease.
The original Native-Canadian formula for Essiac
Tea consists of 4 or 5 herbs—sheep sorrel, burdock
root, slippery elm, turkey rhubarb root, and red
clover. It’s a simple, inexpensive, highly effective and
natural approach that has no side effects and is available to everyone. For over a century, detoxification
programs using this tea have restored health to thousands of cancer victims.
Rene M. Caisse, RN (1889–1978) was the
Canadian nurse responsible for Essiac being used as
treatment for cancer, although it was never made legal
in her lifetime.
At age 33 in
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HEARTFELT GRATITUDE goes to the
Canadian Ojibwa medicine man who shared his
formula for “Spring Cleaning Tea” with a British
woman with breast cancer. Completely healed, she
shared the formula with Rene Cassie, a Canadian
nurse, who used it on her aunt with terminal stomach
and liver cancers—from which she completely recovered. Rene shared her formula with thousands who
also regained their health, from 1932 to 1942, at
her clinic in Bracebridge, Ontario.
The formula that was given to me as a sacred
trust was passed down through Canadian women.
The shared information below will tell you the path
the tea has taken and the brave and courageous
journey of those who brought it to legality.

Thank You to All Warriors of Health & Freedom!

Elaine Rylin • Roundup, MT
Two years later, Caisse used the formula on her
favorite aunt who was diagnosed with terminal cancer
of the stomach and liver. After two months, her aunt
was a lot better and lived another 20 years. In 1932,
Caisse opened a clinic. She was offered money by the
medical establishment for her tea formula. She knew the
cancer industry would bury the cure, so she did not let
them have the formula. Chicago doctors, after researching Essiac, concluded that it did indeed prolong life,
break down tumors and relieve pain. The Cancer
Commission tried to close her clinic. She was threatened with prosecution and imprisonment, so in 1942,
she complied and closed her clinic. [Read her full story
at Essiacinfo.org.]
In 1959, at 70 years old, Rene Caisse began the most
important phase in the popularization of Essiac. (The
name of the formula is her name spelled backwards.)
John F. Kennedy’s personal physician, Dr. Charles
Brusch, began working with this humble nurse from
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tions brought about by high toxicity. Essiac proved to be a phenomenal detoxifier. Together in 1988,
Dr. Brusch and Elaine Alexander
decided to get Essiac out to the
public as a harmless, herbal detoxifying tea.
While drugs are designed to
block some symptom or change
some function of the body, Essiac
is, in fact, a natural substance that
was always meant to simply
detoxify the body. Once the body
is cleansed of toxic, disease-producing impurities, it has the
power to heal itself. The first
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—Dr. Charles A. Brusch, MD
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TESTIMONIALS

I

have had cancer cells in my body over the last 20 years most of
them benign until I developed breast cancer in 1999. My body also
has made lymphomas for years. In March of 2007, I went for my
regular oncology visit and saw your ad for Essi Plus Tea and now I
no longer make lymphoma cysts. The ones I had are gone.
Also, my doctor says I am no longer considered diabetic. I no
longer suffer from depression. I’m no longer on any form of chemical
drug for pain. I’ve lost 65 pounds. My hair is turning darker, my skin
tone is greatly improved, and I am no longer on oxygen during the
daytime, only at night—my doctor took it away from me. I feel great.
My husband also takes the tea and he’s feeling great too. I also give
the tea to my little 9-year-old dog, that now thinks she is a puppy. She
gets 3 eyedroppers full of tea every morning when we take our tea.
—G.V., Cody, WY
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TESTIMONIALS

I

n July of 2008, I was diagnosed
with colon cancer, which was
discovered through a colonoscopy that was unable to be
completed because of the size
of the tumor. I underwent surgery
in August. The doctor recommended chemotherapy, but
admitted it had only a 30%
chance of success. I refused
chemotherapy and opted for your
herbal tea regimen. I started the
Essi Plus Tea the first part of
September. On Feb 10th of 2009,
I had my second colonoscopy.
This time they were able to
inspect the entire colon and it
was completely clear of any
tumors or polyps.
Needless to say, the doctor
was amazed. I am a firm believer
in the healing properties of Essi
Plus and highly recommend it to
anyone suffering from cancer who
does not believe in the invasive
and destructive use of chemotherapy or radiation.
—Ron Neizwag

I

had several non-cancerous
bumps on my face under my
eye. They were completely gone
in less than one week after I
started taking only 2 oz. of Essi
Plus Tea daily. When I went of
fthe tea, my arthritis felt much
worse. Since I resumed taking
the tea, it almost has disappeared.
My mother-in-law had a large
lump on her ear that went away
after taking 2 oz. of Essi Plus
Tea daily for only one week. The
most amazing healing was on
my 19-year-old horse Travis. He
had a large 7” x 5” tumor on his
thyroid gland. I put the tea on
his grain and within two weeks,
the tumor was half the size. It
went down to 1/3 of the original
size within 3 weeks.
—Barb Anderson, Lavina, MT
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other remedy. I have been cancer-free for all the years
since. I am in better health today than ever. Liver spots, a
sign of toxicity, disappeared from my hands. Arthritic hips
and shoulders are healed; my blood sugar is balanced; I no
longer crave sweets after dinner; I sleep well at night.
Eleven years ago, the torch was passed to me, and I was
given the Essi Plus Tea formula to blend and distribute. It
is now my responsibility to inform people about Essi Plus
and to make the tea available to the public.
I blend the five herbs (all organic) and make Essi Plus
freshly every few weeks from my home in Montana. Please
contact me for more information and to order.
Please remember that I am offering a simple, detoxifying, herbal tea—that is all. It is not a drug, nor is it a
dietary supplement. It is a non-toxic tea. These herbs
are food. Eating food and drinking tea is a human right.
No government agency has the right to
interfere with that. No claims are made
for the curing or treatment of any
disease; however, when you provide
your body with these herbs, you can
stimulate its innate power to detoxify
and rebalance itself. I

W

e are belilevers. Sonny started taking
the tea at the end of March in 2008
when the doctor suspected lung ancer. In
April he had five biopsies and they could not
find a cancer cell on any of the spots that the
CAT scan said was cancer. He had severe
COPD from anhydrous ammonia poisoning
in 1944. When he started taking the tea, he
was on oxygen day and night. He has not
taken oxygen since August and feels and
looks great. Many people have commented.
—Tilda

B

ack in 2013, I thought I had a spider bite
on my neck. Three months goes by and
it wouldn’t heal. I went to my doctors; they
ran tests and found I had lymphoma. After
several CAT and PET scans, my doctor
wanted me to go to Philly to have a bone
marrow transplant, chemo and radiation. A
friend’s father had been taking Essi Plus Tea
for years and had me drink it. Four months
later and there’s no traces of cancer. My last
CAT scan was clean. Thank you, Essi Plus
Tea!
—John Lingafelt, Williamsburg, VA

—Good Health to You All!

I

had a chronic infection in my jaw that was
not going away after surgery and 2 years
of antibiotics. I decided to try this herbal tea.
Within the first week, the swelling in my neck
started to subside. Upon completing the
3-month detox program, the infection was
gone.
—Tyrell Johnson, Billings, MT

Contact Elaine Rylin for Essi Plus
Tea at (406) 323-2201. The cost
is $29 per bag, plus shipping.
(Makes ±4.5 quarts.)

Benefits of
Detoxification
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Calms the body, a natural sedative
Decreases pain
Decreases nodular mass
Stops hemorrhaging
Prevents or corrects constipation
Restores taste buds
Helps digestion
Boosts the immune system—a preventative tonic
Helps heal radiation burns
Helps remove heavy-metal deposits (aluminum,
lead, mercury) from tissues, especially joints
• Relieves inflammation and stiffness
• Protects against toxins entering the brain
• Helps relieve insomnia
• Instills a feeling of overall well-being
—The Essiac Report
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A

fter I came back from my vacation,
I noticed that my 8-year-old cat had
stopped eating. She was diagnosed with
a fatty liver. Sometimes animals get upset
when you leave so they stop eating. The
animal’s body thinks it’s starving, which
causes fat to accumulate around the liver—
a survival reaction. After several thousands
of dollars in medical expenses, I was getting
nowhere. Animals often don’t start eating
again. At that point, the next step was a
pouch outside her body for the rest of her
life. I was force-feeding her with a syringe
and then it dawned on me—I should feed
her the Essi Plus Tea the same way. Within
a week she started eating again on her own!
She is a healthy, happy, full-of-life cat again!
—Lynne, Spokane, WA
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